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July 2020: A Not-for-Profit COVID-19 Vaccine?



A Warning: Pfizer’s Q4 2020 Earnings Call

◈ Pfizer is charging the U.S. $19.50 per dose, D'Amelio said, which is “not a 
normal price like we typically get for a vaccine—$150, $175 per dose. So, 
pandemic pricing.”

◈ Projections for revenue in 2021 (at the time of call): $15 billion
◈ Other manufacturers following suit:

Moderna CEO: “Post-pandemic, as we get into those what I will call seasonal 
epidemics that you would expect to happen with a SARS-CoV-2 virus, we would 
expect more normal pricing based on value.”

Janssen (J&J) EVP: “…noted that investors could expect the company to reevaluate 
the vaccine for ‘pricing that’s much more in line with a commercial opportunity’ 
when the pandemic is over.”



History Repeating Itself?

COVID-19 Vaccine

◈ Discovery through public investment

◈ Significant public investment into R&D 
and manufacturing (and procurement)

◈ Multiple vaccines produced by multiple 
manufacturers

◈ Possibly endemic disease

◈ R&D for modifications against variants

◈ No “game changing” antiviral treatment

Influenza Vaccine

◈ Discovery through public investment

◈ Significant public investment into R&D 
(some for manufacturing and 
procurement)

◈ Multiple vaccines produced by multiple 
manufacturers

◈ Endemic disease

◈ Modified annually against mutations

◈ No “game changing” antiviral treatment



Average public and private sector prices for 
influenza vaccines in the United States 

(2000-21)
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Trends in US influenza vaccine prices for three 
manufacturers (2011-21) in public and private 

sector
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New Orders, New Prices



Whose orders will be filled first?
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Which countries are manufacturers 
prioritizing?
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Thank you!

WHO Director General Tedros Adhanom Ghebreyesus: “We are living through a 
global crisis, but rhetoric is outpacing action. I’ve heard political and industrial 
leaders talk about the need to vaccinate the world because “no one is safe until 
everyone is safe.” At the same time, these leaders are signing bilateral deals that 
further exacerbate the gap between the haves and have nots.” (Time Magazine, 
August 2021)


